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ABSTRACT 
For a special class of n X n interval matrices A we derive a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the asymptotic convergence factor (Y of the total step method 
xI ),C ” = Ax”” ’ + b to be less than the spectral radius @([Al) of the absolute value IAl 
of A. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let IIW ” be the set of all real interval vectors with n components, and let 
Ill8 ‘lx” be the set of all real n x n interval matrices. We consider the speed of 
convergence of the tctal step method [2] 
XOEIIW”, 
(1) 
X m+l= Ax” +b, m=O,l ,..., 
where A E IIR”x”, x”’ , b E IF!“. It is known that the spectral radius @(]A]) of 
the absolute value ]A] of A is an upper bound of the asymptotic convergence 
factor (Y of (1) [2, p. 1551. In [l] as well as in [2] attention is called to the 
open question whether this bound is sharp for every A. We are going to show 
that for a special class of matrices (Y can be less than Q( \A I). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We write interval quantities in boldface letters, matrices in capital letters, 
vector and scalar quantities in small letters. Without further reference we use 
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the notation ‘4 = [d, A] = (a,)) = ([c,,, -‘I fi 1) for interval matrices and a 
siir7ilar notatioi7 for interval vectors and intervals. As in [2]. we define the 
\%itlth of at7 iriterval a hy t](a) := Cr - (I, its absolrke value I)y /a/ := 
IIMX ( 1~1, lti I), and the distance of two intervals a, b by y(a, b) := max{ 1~ - 
/J\. IL! - 1~11. Widt’n and absolute value of an interval vector x E I[w ‘I or an 
ilrter\~al matrix A E IIw”y” are defined componentwise, i.e., cl(x) := (d(x I )), 
IxI:=(ix,I). rl(A):=(~l(a,~)), IAI:=(\a,,(). Analogously we set C/(X,?):= 
( (I( I,. y, )) for the distance of the two interval vectors x, y E I[w I’. \Ve point o77t 
that the4e qiiai7tities are nonnegative real vectors and nonnegative real ~1 X 11 
nutrices, respectively, where nonnegativity refers to the 17sr7al componen- 
m.iae defined partial ordering < , which is 77sed througho77t the paper. By 
i77t(s) \ve clelrote the interior of an interval vector x E IF!“. Trivially we have 
ilIt # 2 = t/(x) > 0, where t!(x) > 0 means rl(x,) > 0, i = 1,. . . , II. b:e 
~SSIIIIIC that the reader is familiar with the elementary facts of interval 
arithmetic as presented in [2]. Here we only recall the form7lae 
d(x+y) = d(x) + c!(y), 
(2) 
for h. v E IF8 ” aird A E I[w ” “‘, 
(a) Let {xl” } be a seq77ence of interval vectors converging to an interval 
vector x E IF8 ‘I. i.e. lim ,,) _ r y(x”‘, x) = 0. Let I/. 1) be any vector norm. Then 
\ve call 
R{x”‘} := limmp l(c/(x”‘,x) (/I~~“’ 
,I, - % 
the R-factor of the seq77ence {x”’ ). 
(I)) Let f : IIW” + IIW” be an interval f77nction having a fixpoint x. Let C: 
I)e tile set of all scq77ences {x”’ } which are defined by 
x0 E IF! ‘I, 
(3) 
X 711 + I = f(XnL ), 111 =O,l,..., 
a1~1 \shkh co77verge to the fixpoint x of f. Then we call 
~~:=~71p{R{x”‘}~{x”~} EC} 
the asyn7ptotie cmnvergence factor of the iteration (:3) at the point x. 
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U’e point out that the definition of R {x”’ } md that of uI do not depend 
WI the special vector norm being chosen. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper all sequences (x”’ ) are defined 
l)y the total step method (l), and (Y always denotes the asymptotic conver- 
gence factor of this method. Writing Q(M) for the spectral radius of a real 
II x t1 matrix AI, we recall a well-known result of 12, p. 1431 by which all the 
seqrlences (x”’ } generated by (1) converge to the unique fixpoint of f(x) := 
Ax + h if and only if 
c(IAl) < I. (4) 
Therefore we assume (4) throughout this paper. 
3. RESULTS 
\Ve first list some lemmata of purely auxiliary character: 
LEMMA 1. IJet A E IR ” x ” sntisfy (4). Thoz a < p( [AI). 
Lemma 1 was already mentioned in Section 1 and is proved as Theorem 
12 in [2, p. 15.51. 
q(b,c) < max{ q(a,b), q(b,d)}. 
(1)) M b,c,d he reul (compuct ) interwh sutisfying b c d, c c d; b hc n 
point intcwul, i.e. cl(b) = 0. Then we huce 
q(b.c) < qhd). 
Proof. (a): The assumption implies (1 < I, < c and d < c < (I. If I, < c 
then 
Otherwise we obtain 
GF’NTER \I;\YER 
Ihrcc the assertion follows. 
(1)): Setting b = [h, h], the assertion implies 4 < h < (1 and (1 < c < 7 < (7, 
M-hence 
These ineq~la1itie.s also hold if one replaces c by C, which proves (1)). n 
I/WI n = n~ax( R{y”‘}, R{z”‘}}. 
(I)) Iftl(x) = 0 (i.e. x i.s n point intfwd) clnd if the .sfqftfwf~f~ {z”‘) is 
gf~~~fwftf~f/ hy (1) wtisfying 
x c int( zO), 
I/IWI n = R (z”’ }. 
I’rmJ (a): Because of (4), each sequence {x”’ } generated by (1) con- 
verges to x. Therefore the assumption of (a) guarantees an index TV+, (depend- 
ing 011 {x”’ )) such that y” c x”‘” _C z”. Since the interval function f(y) := Ay 
+ b. y CZ Ill% “, is inclusion isoton, we therefore have y”’ c x”‘” “’ L z”’ ad 
v”’ 2 x c z”‘, 111 = 0, 1,. . . Thus 
9(x “r,,+“‘,X) 6 sup{ q(y’)‘,x), q(z”‘,x)} 
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I)y Lemma S(a), and 
II 4(x “l,,+lJI,X) 11 G ma{ 114(y”‘~x) /I, lI~(z”‘,x) II}, 
where 11.1) denotes the maximum norm. Hence 
limsup IIq(x”‘“i”‘,x) II”“’ ~max{R{y”‘},R{z”‘}}. (5) 
,>I - % 
Now 
II dx M#(, + ,,1) x) ll I/‘,1 =11 q(x”‘,, + !#I) x ll I/( “‘0 + “’ )
x (~lq(x”‘,,+,“,x) IIl/(%’ “1) ““r “‘II 
[ j 1 
ant1 0 < R {x”‘) < 1 (Lemma 1). This implies 
lim sup 1) q( x “‘0 + “I ,x) (I I”” = R {x “’ } , 
),I - 7x 
and the assertion follows by (5). 
(1)): Let {x”’ ) be any sequence generated by (1). As in (a), we can find an 
index )I+, such that x”‘~~ C z”. Again we have x”‘” “‘I c z”‘, x c z”‘, _ 171 = 
0, 1,. , and Lemma 2(b) implies q(x”‘cl+“‘,x) < q(z”‘,x). Hence R{x”‘} < 
R {z”’ ), which proves the assertion. n 
Lemma 3 c.hows that we can eventually reduce the computation of (Y by 
considering two (or even one) special sequences. In particular this is possible 
by the assumptions of the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4. IJet A E IIR”~“, x, b E IR ‘I satisfy x = Ax + b nnrl (4). Let 
iA/ hc irrwhcihle [6, p. 181. Th en either d(x) > 0 or d(x) = 0. Ifd(x) = 0 then 
d(b) = 0: if d(b) f 0 then d(x) > 0. 
Proof. Using Theorem 2.1 in [3, p. 291 and the Neumann series, we get 
(I-[Al)-‘Ml, (6) 
where I denotes the n X n unit matrix. Applying (2) to x = Ax + b results in 
d(x) > IAl d(x) + cl(b), (7) 
138 
\vhence 
d(x) b (I - IAl) ‘d(b). (8) 
We now assume cZ(x,) = 0 for a certain i. Then (8) implies d(b) = 0 
Iwcame of (fi), and (7) yields 
t/(x) > IAl d(x) ,, (A(" d(x) >, . . ,, IAl”’ <j(x), IT1 =O,l,... 
If t/(x, ) > 0 held for some j, the theorem cited above would guarantee an rig 
s11c1~ that the entry u:); of IAl”’ is positive. Hence d(x , ) >, N :‘; tl(x i ) > 0, 
coiitradicting the assumption. Thus cl(x) = 0, and the assertion easily follows. 
n 
In our main theorem below those columns of A play an important role 
which contain an entry not degenerated to a point interval. In the following 
definition the corresponding column indices are stored in a set S,: 
DEFINITION 2. Let A E IR”x”. Then we define S,A to be the set of all 
co11111rn indices of A belonging to columns which have at least one entry with 
positive vvidth. By SA we define the set S,; := ( 1,2,. . , n )\S,. 
\Ve iiow state our main result: 
‘I’HEOREM 1. Let b = [h,h] E IR”, and let A = [ 4, A] E IR ” x’i lzacf> 
tlrc folloicing properties: 
1. 4 2 0, 
2. 0 := p( IA/) < 1, 
3. \A 1 is irrdudle. 
77wf1 a < Q if cmd only if there mist indices s, t E S, such thut ((I - 
IAl) ‘I,), > 0 rmd ((I - (AOm’h), < 0, where 1 denotes the n X n unit matrix. 
Itr rrll otlwr (WSC.Y we have CY = 0. 
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Pmf. Let x he the fixpoint of the interval function f(y) := 2iy + b, 
y E IF! I’. .%nalogously to [2, p. 1451, there are two real nonnegative 11 X II 
ilutrices A*. A** E A satisfying 
A*z+b=x and A**f+h=?. (9) 
(l*,_ /c,i if si>(J, (I** ,_ [G,, if fi >, 0, 
‘I’- 1 Nli if xi < 0, ‘I ‘- \ gli if “I < 0. 
=3 : We prove the assertion by contradiction. 
C’mc 1: Let LY < g, and assume ((I - IAl) ‘&J)~ < 0 for all j E S,. (S,, 
n~ay I)e empty.) On account of IAl E A and Theorem 2 in [2, p. 1441, 
5’ := ( 1 - IAl) ‘b is an element of x. Therefore “i < x; Q 0 if j t S,, which 
ilrlplies (17, = till for these indices j. Since $(a, i) = 0 if j E S;, we have 
07, = “,, = “!I for j E SA, and we finally obtain A* = IAI. Notice that IAl is 
irreducil)le I)y assumption. According to the theorem of Perron and Frobenius 
[6, Theorem 2. 7, p. 461, Q is an eigenvalue of A* and there exists a positive 
rigeln,ector I‘ = (c,) of A* with respect to p. Define the sequence {z”’ } by 
( 1) starting with zcl = xt c[ - l,l]. Since JZ, < 0 for j l S,,, and since rl(a I ,) 
= 0 if j t S.:, we get by (9) 
2 ‘=inf(A(x+t[ -l,l])+b) 
= /ijlf 2 a,,(xi+ cj[ - l,l])+inf C a,i(x,+ c,[ - l,l])+b, j 
I 
I ES\ , E s; 
=[,F$ Ia,jl(Zji-uj)+ j&la,,li~,-~~~+hj 
\ 
Thli\ 5” does not matter when computing ;‘, and 1)~ inductive arguments 
M’C’ 0l)taiir _I”’ = s - p”‘~, 111 = ($1,. . Therefore 
whence R (z”’ } > p. Lemma 1 finally guarantees R (2”’ ) = 9 = LY, which 
contradicts the assumption of case 1. 
~i1.w 2: Let (Y < p, and assume ((I - IAl ‘h), > 0 for all j E S,. Then 
a~ralogo~~sly to case 1 we get Xi > 0 if j E S,, A** = JAI, and 2”’ = S + ,o”‘r 
for the same sequence {z”’ } as above. Hence R {z”’ } = g = LY, which again 
colitradicts the assumption (Y < Q. 
t : Let .Y, t E S, be indices such that 
((I-IA\)-‘r,),>O and ((I-IAI) ‘h),<O. (10) 
First we show that neither A* nor A** equals IAI: Assunle A* = /A( fol 
instance. Then _u = (I - [AI)- ‘_h, and by (10) 5, > 0. Since s E S,, there is an 
entry a,,,, of A satisfying d(a,,),) > 0. By constnlction of A* we have 
(I:,, = c,,>, < c,,,, = lair,A contradicting the assumption. The case A** = IAl 
analogollsly leads to a contradiction. Theorem (2.14) in [n, p. 311 therefore 
giiarantees 
Q~:=Q(A*) <Q, Q~:=Q(A**) <Q 
I)ecaIlse (A( is irreducible by assumption. Choose E > 0 so small that 
max( p, + F, p2 + E) < 1. We now apply Theorem 5 of [4] to A* and A** to 
get two real vectors u = ( ui) > 0, u = (u,) > 0 satisfying 
(g,+e)u> A*u, (Q,+E)L?>A**tl. (11) 
I\;ote that 11, u depend on E. Since in u, u a constant factor does not matter, 
\ve can choose these two vectors so small that 
sgn( Lx, - u;) = sgn x, and sgn( ?, + c,) = sgn r, 
holds for all i E { 1,. . . , n } for which sgn n_, + 0 and sgn X, f 0, respectively. 
Set z” := x + [ - 11, 01. Then by (9) and (11) we get 
= [x_-A*u,?+A**u] G [~-(~,+E)u,S+(P~+F)L;] 
Defining { zl” } by (1) and repeating the arguments, we obtain 
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z ,!t c [x_-(g,+E)‘i’U,X+(02+E)‘I’U], r11 = 0,l). . ( 1:3) 
Since {z”’ } converges to x, the inclusion (12) guarantees x c z”‘, m = 1,2,. . . , 
ant1 by (1:3) we obtain 
q(z”‘, x)~(max{(q,+e)“‘u,,(C)~+f)“‘r,}) 
and 
R{z”‘} Gmax{0,+~,0~+E}. 
In particular the sequence {z”‘) is a superset sequence 
(13) 
as described in 
Lemma 3. The assumption cl(x) > 0 or d(x) = 0 of this lemma is fulfilled 
because of Lemma 4. 
In the case d(x) = 0 we thus have LY < max{ pi + E, Q? + F} by (14). Since 
E cau be chosen arbitrarily small, we get (Y < max{ Q,, Q,} < Q, which was to 
be proved. (We even get (Y = max{ g,, ,” u }. This can be seen by considering 
the sequence {w”’ } defined by (1) with w” := x+ [ - fi, tl]. Here zi, C are 
sufficiently small nonnegative eigenvectors of A* and A**, respectively, 
associated with the eigenvalues Q, and Q~, respectively.) 
In order to construct a subset sequence {y “’ ) of x in the case cl(x) > 0 we 
define the real matrices R* = (h:), B** = (h,**) E A by 
It is easily seen that 
B*g+h=x, B**?+h=F, 
B* < A*, B** < A** \ 
and therefore 
p3:=e(B*) <@(A*) <e> e4 := Q( B**) < p(A**) < 9. (15) 
Choose e > 0 such that max{ Q:, + E, el + E} < 1. Again we can find two real 
vectors 11’ = ( ui) > 0, 0’ = (0;) > 0 satisfying 
(Q:] + E)U’ > B*u’, (e4 + E)u’> B**c’, 
162 
ahere \ve asslune u’, L” to be so small that 
sgn( z, + 21:) = sgn z, 01 sgn( -T; - L’:) = sg11 x, 
holtla for all i E { 1,. . , n } for which sgn x, # 0 or sgn X-, f 0 is fIllfilled, 
respectively. Moreover let u’, c’ satisfy the inequality s + II’ ,< ? - I”. This is 
possil)le because cl(x) > 0. Construct the sequence {y “’ } by (1) starting \\%th 
V ‘) := [s + I(‘. ij - c’]. By arguments similar to those above we get 
y(y”‘,x) < (lnax{(Q:i+~)"'u:,(~,+E)"'~:}) 
R{v”‘} ~Inax{g:,+F,C)~+F} ,<max{Q,+E>O.,+&J 
I)y (15). Using Lemma 3(a), we have a < max{ Q, + E, o2 + E}, and by the 
arlGtrariness of E we finally obtain a ,< max{ Q1, +” o ) < 0, which completes the 
proof. [AS in the case d(x) = 0, we can even show that a = max{ g,, p2) is 
tnle I)y losing the sequence {w “’ } as above.] W 
Proof. Since cij = Glj for j E SA, the matrices A* and n** can be 
constructed 1)~ the assumptions, and the assertion follows by the proof of 
Tlieoreln 1. n 
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~c-lwrc~ x is the fixpoint of the interoal function f(y) := Ay + b, y E IR” 
Proof. We only have to prove (16); the other part of the assertion is 
immediate by Theorem 1. 
Let d(A) be irreducible. (This is true in particular if d(A) > 0.) Then IAl is 
irreducible, too. Let (Y < e( IAI) and assume d(x) = 0. Lemma 4 implies 
d(b) = 0, and from x = Ax+ b and (2) the equality 0 = d(x) = d(Ax) + d(b) = 
d(A)IxI follows. Hence 0 = (d(A))“‘JxI, nl = 1,2,. . . , and Theorem 2.1 in [3, 
p.291 guarantees 1x1 = 0 and x = 0. Now x = Ax + b yields b = 0 and (I - 
[AI)- ‘b = 0. By the first part of Corollary 2(b) we therefore have 0 = p( [AI), 
which contradicts the assumption. l 
EXAMPLE. We consider (1) with 
We have 
0 + 
IN= L o > I I 2 (I-,A,)-l=; ; ; , i 1 ?. _ T (I-IAl)-‘_b= (Z-(Al)-‘&= [ 1 ; . i 
According to Theorem 1 the asymptotic convergence factor (Y is less than 
p(IA() = i. Since x =([ - 2, - 1],[1,2]) ’ satisfies x = Ax+ b, the matrices 
iI*, /I** in the proof of Theorem 1 are given by 
with c( A* ) = Q( A**) = l/2&. Thus by Corollary 1 we have cy = l/2$? < 
p( JAI). 
164 
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